1. Introduction and Overview
Biological Relevance of Protein-Glycoconjugate Interactions
In nature,c arbohydrates constitute an important class of biomolecules;i nt he form of oligosaccharides, polysaccharides, glycoconjugates like glycosaminoglycans, glycoproteins, glycopeptides, glycolipids, proteoglycans, they have long been known to participate in many biological processes. The remarkable degree of complexity,t ypical of the three-dimensional structureo fg lycans compared to other classes of biomolecules, originates from the many ways they can be assembled from simple sugar buildingb locks. Although, in mammals, only around ten monosaccharides are used to build longerg lycans, they can be connected, in turn, at differentp ositions of the sugar unit, differently substituted, and adopt various spatial orientations, thus creatingb oth linear and branched polymers with al arge range of shapes.
[1] The structural diversity can be further increased through other variables such as the anomericc onfiguration, the sugar ring size, the introduction of non-carbohydrate substituents, such as "chemical decoration" with phosphate, sulfate, [2] or/and acetyl [3] substituents, often in an onstoichiometric fashion.B acterial glycansa re even more numerous and complex than their eukaryotic counterparts, owing to the furtherp resence of peculiar sugars, including pentoses,h eptoses, and nonuloses. Given their extreme structural variability,g lycans potentially hold ah igh information content and are able to trigger specific biochemical cascades upon the tight regulated binding with different molecular receptors includingl ectins, antibodies, and enzymes. [4] Thus, glycanb iomolecules set the molecular basis of cell-cell interactions, signal transduction, inflammation, viral entry,a nd hostbacteria recognition,t herebyp articipating in disease, defense, and symbiosis. [5] Recognition of microbial glycans by hostp roteins,m icrobial recognition,a sw ell as molecular mimicry of host glycans by microbesc an lead to either beneficial or detrimental outcomes; on the one hand, microbese stablishing symbiotic or pathogenic interactions use host glycansf or adherence or invasion,w hereas,o nt he other hand, peculiar microbial glycosylated molecules, mostly found on the cell surface, are recognized by the innate immune system during early stages of infection, activating inflammation and host defensep athways. [6] The molecular comprehension of the fundamental roles played by glycansa nd glycoconjugates in the dynamic interplay between host and microbes is not wellu nderstood, thereby precluding us from the ability to modulate them in beneficial ways.
Given the above premises, improvingt he knowledge on the molecular features at the basis of glycoconjugates perception, at the maximum possible resolution, is pivotal for the comprehension and modulation of several biological processes closely relatedt oh ealth and disease.
The understanding that al arge part of the biological informationi se ncoded in the glycan structures( glycocode) has led to one of the central concepts in glycobiology,t hat is, the ability of complexc arbohydrates to transfer molecular interactions into biological signaling. [5] Deconvolutingt he roles played by glycansinbiological events is amajor challenge, owing to various factors. These include their structural complexity,t he multivalentn ature of their interactions with proteins,a sw ella s their complex biosynthesis and the subtly different phenotypes of glycans that often manifest throughout multicellular environments. Determination of the three-dimensional structural and dynamic features of complex carbohydrates, along with the molecular basis of their interactions anda ssociations with proteins,c onstitutes the main challenge of moderns tructural glycoscience. Nowadays, it is recognized that, to unveil these phenomenaa ta tomic level, the nuclearm agnetic resonance (NMR) approachr epresents ak ey angle of observation. In this Review article, we survey the significantc ontributionsa nd the Understanding the dynamics of protein-ligandi nteractions, which lie at the heart of host-pathogen recognition, represents ac rucial step to clarify the molecular determinantsi mplicated in binding events, as well as to optimizet he design of new molecules with therapeutic aims. Over the last decade, advances in complementary biophysical and spectroscopic methods permitted us to deeply dissect the fine structural details of biologically relevant molecular recognition processes with high resolution. This Review focuses on the development and use of modernn uclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques to dissect bindinge vents. These spectroscopic methods, complementing X-ray crystallography and molecular modeling methodologies, will be taken into account as indispensable tools to provideacomplete picture of protein-glycoconjugate binding mechanismsr elated to biomedicine applications againsti nfectious diseases. current status of the applicationso fN MR spectroscopy,w hen aided by molecular modeling and other biophysical methods, to the characterization of protein-glycoconjugate interactions.
Biophysical MethodstoU nveil Interaction Processes
Aw ide range of methods is being used to characterize protein-carbohydrate interactions, offering access to various types of quantitative information such as thermodynamic data (stoichiometry of binding, binding constants, enthalpy ande ntropy components of the binding)a sw ell as kineticsa nd mechanistic information. Certainly X-ray crystallography,b ut also surface plasmon resonance (SPR), isothermal titration microcalorimetry (ITC), electron microscopy,a nd electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy,a re complementary techniques and would be worth of description;h owever,i nt his review,w ew ill focus on the role of NMR spectroscopy and molecular modeling approaches.
NMR Spectroscopy
NMR is an extremely powerful and versatile technique for the detection and characterization of binding events, and provides key structurala nd dynamic information overaw ide range of systems. NMR usually applies ar eductionist approach, in which either one or both of the players can be handled by the currently availableN MR techniques.
In general,c arbohydrate binding to different molecular sensors is governed by relative weak forces including van der Waals interactions, hydrogen bonding, and hydrophobic CH-p associations. [7] Salt bonds,c oordination with divalent cations, and reorganization of water molecules upon binding are additional factors invoked in glycoconjugate-proteini nteractions. The result is that cognatel igand-receptor interactionsu sually occur with weak equilibrium dissociation constants,r anging from micromolar to millimolar,a ppropriate for analysis with modern NMR techniques. Although several types of classification could be considered, the most intuitive way to gathert he numerousNMR techniques used to monitormolecular recognition events is to split them into two broad categories:t he "ligand-based" and the "receptor-based" approaches. When al igand binds to its receptor,i ndeed,t he mutual binding affinity drives an exchange process that modulates the NMR parameters of both players of the interaction. Thus,the screening may proceed by ligand and/orr eceptor point of view,d escribing the bindinge vent from the different nature of the interacting partners, where the receptori salarge biomolecule (slow tumbling rate and fast relaxation) and the interacting ligand can be simplified as as mall molecule (fast tumbling and slow relaxation), whose NMR signals can be better observed, offering information from the ligand perspective (Section2.1). The observation of largeb iomolecules by using NMR usually requires isotopic labeling ( 13 C/ 15 N/ 2 H) or the use of specific chemical tags (paramagnetic) (Section2.2).
One of the main hindrances of NMR in terms of in-depth structurals tudies is its relatively intrinsic low sensitivity.N evertheless, much effort has been made to improvet his drawback, [8] developing differentp rotocols to unravel the interactions at high resolution. NMR has indeed become one of the most powerful and versatile methods for the investigation of transiently forming complexes,well suited to provide adetailed description of receptor-ligand interactions.
Although in this Review we will basically focus on solutionstate NMR, seminal advanced studies have also been carried out by using solid-state NMR spectroscopy.I np articular, the high-resolution magic angle spinning (HR-MAS) NMR approach has been appliedt os tudyt he structureso fb acterial capsular polysaccharides [9] and cell-wall components [10] in intact cells. An interesting issue is the ability to study in vivoc hanges of the composition in the constituent glycoconjugates, depend- ing on factors like bacterial phase growth, gene mutation, or drug administration, which also allow the use of on-cell HR-MAS methods to study glycan-protein interactions. [11] 1.2.2. Molecular Modeling
Molecular Mechanicsa nd Dynamics
Characterization of the structurala nd dynamic features of carbohydrates constitutes ac hallenge, bothf rom the theoretical and experimental point of view.T he conformationso fc omplex carbohydrates depend on 1) the sequence and natureo ft he monosaccharides in the complex glycan (i.e. glucose vs. mannose), 2) the anomeric centers (i.e. a vs. b), 3) the linkage positions (i.e. 1-3 vs. 1-4), and 4) the chemical modificationo ft he core structure (i.e. sulfation, phosphorylation, methylation, acetylation). These molecules have highly polar functionality and the consequences of the electronic arrangements, such as the anomeric, exo-anomerica nd gauche effects,h ave to be taken into consideration during conformational and configurational changes. [12] As carbohydrates and their derivatives possess many hydroxyl groups, their structures are characterized by al arge number of rotatable bonds, which,o nt op of the torsional movements occurring at the glycosidic linkages (so called F and Y torsion angles), are sources of conformational flexibility.B esides, the orientation of such hydroxyl groups relative to the sugar ring is at the origin of the existence of hydrophilic patches( formed by polar hydrogens) and hydrophobic patches (formed by nonpolara liphatic protons). This results in an anisotropic solvent density aroundc arbohydrate molecules.T oa ddress these issues, molecular modeling methods have been developed for molecular mechanics and dynamics calculations. Appropriate energy functions and/orp arameter sets are available in the literature. Some of them have the capability of treatingc arbohydrates in interactions with proteins taking solvation into consideration. [13] Molecular dynamics offers aw ay to explore the conformational hyperspace of complex carbohydrates, and at the same time to take into account the subtle interplay between carbohydrate and water molecules.I nm olecular dynamics simulations, an ensembleo fc onfigurations is generated by applying the laws of motion to the atoms of the molecule. The concept behind moleculard ynamics simulation involves calculating the displacementc o-ordinates in time (trajectory) of am olecular system at agiven temperature. Finding positions and velocities of as et of particlesa safunctiono ft imei sd one classically by integrating Newtons's equation of motion in time. Severala lgorithms have been developed for molecular dynamics simulations. Such simulationsf ollow as ystem foral imited time. Physically observed properties are computed as the appropriate time averages through the collective behavioro fi ndividual molecules. For the results to be meaningful, the simulations must be sufficiently long, so that the important motionsa re statistically well sampled. Experimentally accessible spectroscopic and thermodynamic quantitiesc an be computed, compared, andr elated to microscopic interactions.
It should be noted that molecular dynamics is severely limited by the availablec omputer power. Very recently,i tb ecame feasiblet op erform as imulation with severalt housand explicit atoms for at otal time of up to the microsecond scale, but most of the published simulations have ad uration of less than am icrosecond. To explore the conformational space adequately,i ti sn ecessary to perform many such simulations. In addition, it may be possible that carbohydrate moleculesu ndergo dynamic events on longert ime scales. These motionsc annot be investigated with standard moleculard ynamics techniques, and such al imitation makes it difficult to compare situations that occur on am uch larger timescale that normally occur throughout NMR experiments.A tp resent, the best approach is the inclusiono ft he environment in the simulation, that is, am olecular dynamics simulation with explicit water molecules or other surroundingm olecules. Carbohydrates have av ery high affinity towards water,w ith the majority of hydrogen bondingb etween water and carbohydrates occurring throughout their hydroxyl groups.T he carbohydrates affect the surrounding water structure, and, in return, the water affects the structure of the dissolved carbohydrate molecules. Molecular dynamics provides am ost promisingw ay to investigate the hydration features of carbohydrates and set up af irm basis for dockings imulations.
DockingSimulations
When used in conformational studies of carbohydrates, computational molecular modeling methods offer alternatives for the study of protein-carbohydrate interactions (Figure 1 ). Significants teps have been made, among which are the developments and implementations of force fields capable of accounting for the specificity of carbohydrates and their compatibility with those developed for proteins. The conformational flexibility of carbohydrates needs to be characterized and taken into account at each step of the investigation. Protein-carbohydrate docking has come of age;r eliable and insightful results have started to be produced. [14] The question of choosingt he www.chemistryopen.org appropriate software with regard to the problem to be investigated still stands,a nd remains critical with respectt ot he proposed solution.T his is particularly true for cases of small ligands in large and poorly defined binding sites. Docking is ac omputational method that places as mallm olecule (ligand) in the combining site of its macromolecular target (receptor), and provides an estimate of the binding affinity.M olecular docking requires (at least some) structural knowledge of the ligand and the receptor of interest. The carbohydrate ligands are typically built by using molecular mechanicsm ethods or directly sourcedf rom structural databases. Energy parameters suitablef or energy minimization and/or molecular dynamics of protein-carbohydrate complexes are availablef or different force fields. [15] Receptors structures are currently obtained from X-ray crystallographya nd NMRs pectroscopy; those that are unavailable can be generated by homology modeling, threading, and de novo methods. Despite the fact that severald ockingp rograms that operate in slightly differentw ays are available, they all involve two main features, that is sampling and scoring.
Sampling entails the conformational and orientational location of the ligand in the receptor bindings ite.
To predict the carbohydrate orientation in binding sites, flexible docking methods are used to account for possible orientations of pendent groups (i.e. hydrogenb ond network directed by the orientation of hydroxyl and hydroxymethyl groups) and the conformational flexibility occurring at each glycosidic linkage. In most docking programs, the ligand is treated as flexible, whereas the protein conformation is often kept rigid. Programs exist that have the capability to carry such "soft docking". Proper accounting for receptor flexibility is computationally much more expensive, and it is not yet ac ommon practice.
The docking algorithms can be grouped into deterministic approaches that provide reproducibility and stochastic approaches in which the algorithm includes random factors that do not allow forf ull reproducibility.I ncrementalc onstruction algorithms consist of the division of aligand in rigid fragments, as implemented in program DOCK. [16] One of the fragments is selected andp laced in the protein binding site. The reconstruction of the ligand is performed in situ, adding the remaining fragments. Amongt he stochastic searching approaches, the genetic algorithm (inspired by evolutionary biology) is implementedi nA utoDock. [17] Av ariety of other samplingm ethods has been implemented in docking programs. Some of them include simulateda nnealing protocols andM onte Carlo simulations. The algorithm used in Glide [18] can be defined as ah ierarchical algorithm.
Scoring functions are used to evaluate the best conformation, orientation, andt ranslation (referred to as poses),w hich classify the ligands in rank order.Energy scoring functions evaluate the free energy of binding between proteins and ligands, using the Gibbs-Helmhotz equation that describes ligand-receptor affinity.E mpirical scoring functions use as et of parametrized terms describing properties knownt ob ed ecisive in protein-ligand binding to formulatea ne quationf or predictinga ffinities. These terms generallyd escribe polar-apolar interactions, loss of ligand flexibility,a nd desolvation effects. Ad istinct feature of protein-carbohydrate recognition is the interaction between aromatic side chains of the proteins and CÀHb onds of the carbohydrate's hydrophobic faces, which results in the formation of crucial CH-p contacts. [7] Widely used docking programs, which account differently for these types of interactions, may not perform as well for protein-carbohydrate complexes.I th as been recognized that various docking programs and scoring functions perform differently for different targets,a nd that varying performance has been observedf or different ligand types. It should be recognized that accurate determination of carbohydrate-protein complexes remains an on-trivial matter.I nt he case of protein-lectin complexes, the difficulties are attributed to the shallow and multichambered bindings ites of many lectins. Comprehensive studies on the validation of carbohydrate-lectin docking have been performed and compared to experimentally crystallographically determined complexes. In comparison with the large number of docking studies performed on carbohydrate-lectin complexes, there are relatively few published docking studies on carbohydrate-antibody recognition, reflectingt he limited number of suitable validation tests( i.e. high-resolution carbohydrate-antibody crystal structure complexes)a nd the inherent difficulty in modeling such systems.
Despite inherent difficulties arising from the challenges of protein-carbohydrate complexes, molecular docking has started producing reliable and insightful results. However,m any challenges remain, and it is still an on-trivial exercise to perform and far from being at urn-key tool. In particular,t he ability of docking programs to correctly score docking poses (especially in the cases of small ligandsi nl arge and poorly defined binding sites) calls for ac riticalinspection of the results.
InterplayofM olecular Modeling and NMR
Nowadays, the increasing interplay of NMR with otherbiophysical methods supports structural biology,e specially in the determination of carbohydrate and protein 3D structures, as well as the comprehension, at high resolution, of protein-glycoconjugate system interactions ( Figure 2) .
Above all, the use of computational methodst oc omplement data gathered from NMR experiments is becominga na ccepted protocol to elucidate the structuralf eatures of proteincarbohydrate interactions. Most of the recently published articles make use, in one way or another,o fm olecular modeling tools. Given the recognized high conformational flexibility of oligo-and polysaccharides, ap reliminaryl evel of investigation requires the characterization of their startingc onformation(s) from molecular dynamics calculations. Al arge number of the protein-carbohydrate systems investigated so far (see Ta ble 2) deal with carbohydrates of low to moderate molecular weight. It may be anticipatedt hat future investigations, aiming at exploring the binding of largero ligosaccharides in their interactions with antibodies, will requireamore complete considerations of both conformational flexibility and influence of hydration. With regard to the protein partner,the starting 3D structures can be generated either by considering available X-ray structures or by using homology modeling methods. The use of atomic coordinates derived from the high-resolution X-ray structureo ffers the most reliable source prior to any docking calculations. When startingf rom an X-ray elucidation, the protein structure has to be fully 're-optimized' prior to any docking calculation, by 1) giving the properi onization states to the amino-acid residues, 2) removing or completing the "crystalline" water molecules with addition of explicit solvation,a nd 3) running af ull molecular dynamics simulation of the so-reconstructed protein in its hydrated environment. It is likely that such acomputationalprotocol will become standard practice in the future in order to generate as et of starting structures for docking experiments.
As stated previously,t he evaluation of severalc omputational programsi nt erms of their performance for docking carbohydrate moleculesi nto lectins and antibodies differ widely.S pecial attention needs to be given to the ranking of docking poses, ad ifficultym ainly caused by scoring problems that are not systematicallyp erformed. The most commonly used programs are Glide, GOLD,A utoDock, and Flex;t hey are used under differentc onditions, with regard to the flexibility of the ligandsa nd the proteins.C ases can also be found where positioning the carbohydrate in the protein binding site was achieved by performing energy minimization throughoutamolecular dynamics simulation over 10-30 ns.
Besidesp roviding ad etailed pictureo ft he key moieties of the molecules involved in the interactions, the resultsd erived from computationalm ethods offer ways to corrects ome difficult experimental bias. Computational simulations can also help to establish and ascertain the occurrence of single or multiple binding sites for the carbohydrate to the protein. This is particularly important in deciphering the eventual contributions arising from two or more sites, and takes into account their respective contributions to the observed NMR data. Practically,i ts houldb ea cknowledged that existing software, energy functions, and scoring functions need to be evaluated furtherf or protein-carbohydrate systems before they can be used routinelya nd reliably.I ts hould be also understood that the timescales of NMR experiments are far from those covered by molecular dynamics simulations (rarely in the range of few microseconds). Another feature to be elucidated is the influence of multivalencyc an on the experimental and computational levels. The ligand-basedm ethods rely on the differentialb ehavior of the ligand in the free and bound state. They are particularly useful in the medium-lowa ffinity range,c haracterized by dissociation binding constant K D ! 100 mm (see Ta ble 1) . Consequently,they have been adopted to detect awide range of different systems of interaction in "fast-exchange" regime, with the sloweste xchange rate k off values lying in the range 1000 < k off < 100 000 s
À1
.S uch an approach exhibits several advantages:1 )itd oes not requirel abeled protein, as only the ligand signals are detected;2 )only as mall amount of receptor is necessary (typically in the micromolar range); 3) there are no limitations about the uppers ize of the protein, that is, using ah igh-molecular-weight receptor results in readily detectable ligand signals. However,a sl abeling with stable isotopes is not used in these experiments and the structure of the receptor is not known,i ti sn ot possible to directly extract information about the location of the protein binding site or about the specificity of the interaction;c ompetition experimentsc ould be used to partially avoid this last issue by measuring signals of ligands with different affinities. In addition, it is worth noting that most of these techniques require an excess of the substrate with respectt ot he receptor (typically in the millimolar range);t herefore, al ow solubility of the ligand represents af urther limitation.
Exchange-Transferred NuclearO verhauser Effect
The nuclear Overhauser enhancement or effect (NOE),n amely the dipolar interaction between two spins, is the most important phenomenon in NMR spectroscopy.T he NOE decreases very fast with distance (1/r 6 )a nd occurs between nuclei close in space with ad istance of < 5-6 ( 500-600pm). The magnitude and the sign of NOE are intimately related to the Brownian motion of the molecular structure. [19] Molecules with as hort correlation time t c ,w hichc orresponds to af ast random rotation in solution,e xhibit positive NOEc ontacts, whereas molecules with al ong t c ,w hich meansarather sluggish rotation, undergo negative NOE. The correlation time is influenced by differentf actorsi ncluding temperature (the highert he temperature, the shorter t c ), solvent viscosity (the more viscous, the longer t c ), aggregation in solution, but, overall, depends on the molecular weight (the larger am olecule, the sloweri ts reorientation;t herefore, the longeri ts t c ). The exchange-transferred NOE (tr-NOE) is evaluated whenever the pulse sequence of aN OESY experiment is appliedt oa ni nteracting proteinligand system in dynamic exchange.S uch methods provide key information on the ligands' bindingm ode in the natural environment by measuring intra ligand and inter ligand-protein distances. It allows:1 )monitoring possible changes in the conformational equilibrium of ligand upon binding;2 )deducing the recognized conformation in the bound state, the socalled "bioactive conformation"; 3) determining the orientation of the ligand in the receptor binding pocket.T he observation of tr-NOEs relies on the different effective correlation times t c of free and bound molecules. When as mall ligand binds to ah igh-molecular-weight protein,itb ehaves as ap art of al arge molecule and adopts the corresponding NOE behavior.T herefore, the NOE signs undergo ad rastic changes and lead to the appearance of transferred NOEs ( Figure 3) .
The conditions for the applicabilityo ft his methoda re established considering the equilibrium betweenf ree and proteinbound ligands and their molar fractions. To perform tr-NOESY experiments, it is important that the dissociation of the ligand occurss ufficiently quickly;o therwise, for the slow off-rate, the ligand relaxes before dissociation from the protein target takes place and no tr-NOEw ill be detected. Under ideal conditions, the existence of binding of agiven ligand to areceptor protein can easily be distinguished by merely monitoring the sign and size of the observed NOEs. However,i falarger ligand is studied (M W > 2000 Da), negative NOE contacts will also be observedf or the free state. In such ac ase, aq uantitative analysis based on the construction of NOEb uild-up curvesm ay helpi n defining protein-induced conformational variations. Indeed, the time required to achievem aximum NOE intensity (build-up rate) is in the range of 50-100 ms for tr-NOEs originating from the bound state, whereas it is four-to ten-timesl ongerf or nonbinding molecules ( Figure 3 ). The accurate evaluation of the pattern of intermolecular NOE contacts provides key informationt hat allows us to define whether as pecific conformer has been selected upon protein binding from an ensembleo f conformers present in solution.
Usually,e xperiments with different ligand target concentration ratios are acquired, rangingf rom 1:10 to 1:50, depending on the size of the receptor and the kinetic constanti nvolved.
One of the major drawbacks of tr-NOEexperiments is related to spin diffusion effects, common for large molecules. Indeed, they lead to the appearance of negative NOE contactsb etween ligand protons that are actually far apart in the bound state, but that arise because of the exchange of magnetization mediated by other spins, often including those of the receptor. Thus, receptor-mediated indirect tr-NOE effects mayp roduce interpretation errors in the analysisoft he ligand bioactive conformation. However,b yu sing tr-NOEs in the rotating frame (tr-ROESY) experiments, [20] it is possible to distinguish between cross peaks that are dominated by spin diffusion effectsa nd direct NOE enhancements. In at r-ROESY spectrum, indeed, all the molecules are in the fast-tumbling limit and all direct ROEs effects appear as positivec ross-peaks;onthe contrary,spin-diffusion enhancements result in negative ROE signals (Figure 3) . Hence, complementing the NOEd ata with ROE spectra represents ag ood approacht oa void errors in the calculated internuclear distances and, therefore, in the predicted bioactive conformation.
SaturationTransfer Difference NMR
The intermolecular magnetizationt ransfer occurring through the 1 HÀ 1 Hc ross-relaxation pathways between protein and ligand spins in transientc omplexes standsa tt he basis of the saturation transfer difference( STD) NMR method.
[21] Originally proposed as at echnique for the rapid screening of compound libraries, it is now one of the most powerful and widespread NMR techniques fort he detection and characterization of receptor-ligand interactions in solution. STD NMR, indeed, allows not only to deduce the existence of interactions in solution, but it permits also to determine the binding epitopeo fl igands,d etecting the regionsi nc loser contact with the receptor.
An STD NMR spectrum is produced by the difference between on-resonance and off-resonance experiments ( Figure 4 ). In the on-resonance experiment, resonances of the protein are selectively irradiated by applying as electiveR F(radio frequency)-pulse train for ag iven time (saturation time) to ar egion of the spectrum only containing protein signals,a nd where ligand resonances are absent.A sarule of thumb,i ft he ligand is as ugar,t he on-resonance irradiation frequency is set to around0 / À1ppm, or it could be placed in the aromatic proton spectralr egion, as no saccharide resonances are found in these ppm ranges. The off-resonance experiment, recorded with no protein saturation, represents the reference spectrum. The STD spectrum is obtained by subtracting the off-and onresonance experiments,w hich are recorded in an interleaved fashion,a nd yields only signals of the ligand(s) that received saturation transfer from the protein.
STD involves two experiments: the on-and the offresonance.
It is worth noting that, for ag iven ligand, not all protons will receive the same amount of saturation, as the transfer of magnetization from the receptor will depend on the inverse sixth power of the intermolecular 1 HÀ 1 Hd istance in the bound state. Thus, in the STD NMR spectrum, resonance intensities of binding compounds will be dependent on their proximity to Figure 3 . Schematic representation of aNOESYs pectrumo fas malll igand in the free state, which reachest he maximum of NOE intensity at longer mixing times;cross peaks and diagonalpeaks have different signs(left). Schematicrepresentation of tr-NOESY and tr-ROESY spectra recorded on the ligand in the bound state, characterized by faster build up rate (right). In the tr-NOESYspectrum, cross peaks and diagonalpeaks show the same signs as expected for al arge molecule, thus indicating binding to the protein. The relative sizes of the peaks and the appearance/disappearance of NOE contactsm ay be used to detect conformational variations. The tr-ROESY spin-diffusionc ross peaks (H1/H3) and diagonal peaks display the same signs, whereas direct cross peaks (H1/ H2;H3/H4) have ad ifferent sign to the diagonal peaks. [20] ChemistryOpen 2016, 5,274 -296 www.chemistryopen.org the bindingp ocket. Ligand protons in closer contact to the protein binding site will receive ah igher degree of saturation and, therefore, will give rise to stronger STD signals.
The degree of ligand saturation naturally depends on its residence time in the protein-bindingp ocket. The STD sensitivity also depends on the number of ligands receiving the saturation from the receptor and can be described in terms of the average number of saturated ligands produced per receptor molecule. Indeed,t he saturation of the protein and the bound ligand is fast (about 100 ms) and, assuming fastl igand exchange, as in the case of protein-carbohydrate interactions, the information about saturation is transferred very quickly into solution. If al arge excess of the ligand is present, one binding site can be used to saturatem any ligand molecules in af ew seconds. Ligands in solution lose their information by normal T 1 /T 2 relaxation, which is on the order of one second for carbohydrates; thus, the proportion of saturated ligandsi n solution increases during the sustained RF-pulse train (saturation time), and the information about the bound state resulting from the saturatedp rotein is amplified. This meanst hat the more ligand that is used, the longert he irradiation time and the strongert he STD signal is. As ar ule of thumb,a ni rradiation time of 2s and a5 0-to100-fold excess of ligand give good results.
Ideally,e pitope information would not depend on the chosen saturation time;h owever,s ignificantly different R 1 relaxation rates of the ligand protons can produce artifacts in the epitope definition. Indeed, protons with slower R 1 relaxations efficientlya ccumulate saturation in solution,g iving rise to higherSTD relative intensity,whichmeans that their proximity to the binding pocket may be overestimated.T hus, to quantitatively and correctly estimate the binding epitope, the use of STD build-up curves has been proposed. [22, 23] The experimental STD build-up curves can be further compared with STD intensities predicted for am odel of the protein-ligandc omplex that could be obtained by using different techniques, including X-ray,d ocking, and molecular modeling techniques. This quantitative structurali nterpretationo fe xperimental STD data, known as CORCEMA( complete relaxation and conformational exchange matrix)-ST and developed by Jayalakshmia nd Krishna, allows us to define how well the molecular model reproduces the experimental NMR data. [24] As the STD intensity reflects the concentrationo fl igand-receptor complex present in solution, data obtained from STD NMR experiments are fundamental not only in the definition of the epitope mapping, but they can even be used in the determinationo fK D values. [23, 25] Furthermore, competition STD NMR experiments have been proposed to derivea na pproximate K D Figure 4 . Schematic representation of the STD NMR method. During on-resonance (upper panel), frequency-selective irradiation (r.f.), applied for asustained period (saturation time), causes saturation of the receptor protein. Then, the saturation is transferred by spin diffusion through intermolecular NOEs to the ligand-protein interface, that is, to the bound compounds during their residence time in the protein binding site. Next, by chemical exchange, the ligand molecules go into solution, where the saturated state persists, owing to their small R 1 (enthalpicrelaxation)v alues, and can be detected. In the off-resonance experiment (lowerp anel), r.f. saturation is applied in anoff-resonancer egion from bothreceptora nd ligand,p roducing areference spectrum. As ar ule of thumb,ani rradiationt imeof2sa nd a1 00-fold excess of ligand give good results. Given the high ligand/protein ratios, only arelatively small amount of protein is required for the measurements (10 À9 -10 À6 m). It is worth noting that receptorr esonances are not usually visible, as the protein concentrationi nsolution is very low,a nd they easily can be deleted by R 2 relaxation filtering prior to detection.
ChemistryOpen 2016, 5,274 -296 www.chemistryopen.org value of strongb inding ligands with slow dissociation rates. [26] In this case, ar eference compound with intermediate affinity for the receptor and ak nown K D is used. The observation of as ubstantial decrease in the reference compound resonances upon the addition of the ligand gives an indication of its K D .As extensively shown by Pinto and co-workers,t his technique is also useful to determine if different ligands in ac ompound mixtureb ind at or near to the same binding site. [27] It is worth noting that the STD effects depend largely on the off rate;t he K D range of the STD methodh as been estimated to be 10 À8 -10 À3 m.F or weak binders, the probability of the ligand to be in the receptor pocket is very low.A st he K D value furtheri ncreases, the population of the complex decreases, leadingt oareduction and ultimately the disappearance of the STD signals. Conversely,i fb inding is very tight, and off rates are in the range of 0.1-0.01Hz, decreasing K D implies increasing of the receptor-ligand lifetime, andt he STD spectra are poorly detectable.F ortunately,t he STD NMR method is well suited for the study of protein-carbohydrate complexes, as their typical K D values are in the 10
À3

-10
À6 m range. Therefore, STD NMR is as olid and versatile technique that gives essential information,a tamolecular level, on receptor-glycoconjugate ligand interactions. Starting from the simplest version of the methodology,e laborate alternatives have been developed to enhancet he resolution and to allow the study of complexs ystems of interactions, such as the interactions of small molecules in live cells. In this context, saturation transfer double difference( STDD) NMR has been reported for the analysis of ligands bindingd irectly on the surface of living cells. [28] As the name suggests, this methodd iffers from the standard procedure in that the final spectrum is obtained from ad ouble differenceb etween the STD spectrum of the cell/ligand mixture and those acquired for the cell only.M ore recently,amodified STD protocol, called "clean-STD", has been proposed to avoid accidentals aturation of the ligand. [29] Finally,w ith the aim to overcomep roblems related to the huge proton overlapping typical of carbohydrate molecules, STD informationc an be extended into as econd dimension by running 2D experiments like STD-TOCSY,STD-HSQC, STD-NOESY. [30] 
WaterLOGSY
Water-ligand observedv ia gradient spectroscopy (waterLOG-SY) is ap owerful method for the identification of compounds interacting with macromolecules. [31] It may be considered ap eculiar variant of the STD NMR method, which relies on the transfer of magnetization from the bulk water molecules to the free ligand at the protein-ligand interface. [32] It allows us to easily discriminate between bindersa nd non-binders, with higher sensitivity with respect to STD NMR experiments.
In this experiment, the water molecules surrounding the receptor protein are excited through as electivei rradiation or by using pulsedf ield gradients. [33] Once inverted, the water magnetization is transferred, during the mixing time, to the bound ligand through differentpathways (Figure5): 1) By direct transfer from the water molecules immobilized on the bindings ite of the protein, the so called "bound waters", as their receptor residence time is longert han 1ns. 2) As econd pathway involves ac hemical exchange between excited water and labile receptor NH and OH protons within the bindings ite, with as ubsequents pread of the inversion to the bound ligand throughi ntermolecular dipole-dipole crossrelaxation. 3) Another mechanismo fm agnetization transfer relies on indirectc ross relaxation with exchangeable receptor protons distant from the binding pocket and the propagation of the inverted magnetization by spin diffusion throughaprotein-ligand complex.
All these pathways act constructively,e nhancing the sensitivity of waterLOGSYexperiments. High ligand/protein ratios should be avoided;otherwise, negative peaks would be observed even if the ligand is bound to the receptor,ast he contribution from the free state would be predominant. Typically,protein/ligand ratios of 1:10 or 1:50 are chosen.Recording waterLOGSY spectraatl ow temperature, typically 5 8C, has been reported to give an improved signal-to-noise ratio. [34] ChemistryOpen 2016, 5,274 -296 www.chemistryopen.org In all three pathways described above, the bound ligands interact, directly or indirectly,w ith inverted water with rotational correlation time, yielding negative cross-relaxation rates and exhibitingn egative NOEs with water.O nt he contrary,s mall non-binder molecules interacting with bulk water with much shorter correlation times will experience much faster tumbling, which translates into positive NOEs.Therefore, in aWaterLOGSY spectrum,f ree versus protein-bound ligands will display peaks of opposite signs, whiche nables one to easily discriminate between bindersand non-binders.
As this experiment is less dependento nt he spin diffusion, it is aw idely applied 1D ligand-observation technique, especially for the study of low-proton-density receptors, such as nucleic acids. However,i nc ontrastt om ost other ligand-observed NMR methods, it takes fully into account the influenceo fp rotein and ligand solvation during complex formation. [35] Therefore, its results are particularly useful for ad eep understanding of protein-carbohydrate system interactions that require knowledge of the role of water molecules in the binding pocket. As elegantly shown by Pinto and co-workers, [36] combination of the waterLOGSY experiment with STD NMR data may indeed allow the identificationo fb ound water molecules at the interface between the protein and the ligand upon binding. In addition, an ovel application of waterLOGSY, known as SALMON (solvent accessibility and protein-ligand binding studied by NMR spectroscopy), [37] has also been shown to provide valuable information about the ligand orientationi nt he protein binding pocket, deducing the portions of the ligand that are more exposed to the solvent upon the interaction.
The major drawback of the waterLOGSYm ethodi sr elated to its inability to directly detect strong bindingl igands with slow dissociation rates. However,a sf or the STD, competition water LOGSY experiments have been proposed [38] to overcome this issue.
Diffusion Experiments
The comparison of the ligand diffusion coefficient in the presence andi nt he absence of at arget protein offers af ast methodt oc haracterize molecular interactions between small ligandsa nd intermediate size receptors. [39] The diffusion coefficient reflects the translational mobility of am olecule and it is closely related to its molecular size, as shown in the StokesEinstein equation.
Al igand and itsr eceptor exhibit, in the free state, their own diffusionc oefficients, which are dependento nt heir size and shape. When al igand forms ac omplex with its receptor protein, it transiently adopts the properties of the large molecule, its hydrodynamic radius apparently increases, and, as consequence, ac hange in the translational diffusion is observed. In detail, if the host-guest association is strong,b oth the ligand and the protein exhibit the same diffusion coefficientt hat reflects the tight complex. In thec ase of fast exchange on the NMR timescale, the measured diffusion coefficient is the weighted average of that of the free and bound ligand.
Given the actual improvement of gradient technology for high-resolution NMR spectroscopy,s everalp ulse sequences may be used for diffusion ordered spectroscopy (DOSY) experiments, [40] with the pulsed-field gradients timulated echo (PFG STE) and the bipolar longitudinal eddy current (BPLED) being more versatile for the analysiso fl igand-protein binding. An example of the use of the PFG NMR methodf or the studyo f receptor-carbohydrate molecular interactions has been recently published. [41] One of the most intuitive ways to present diffusion data is ap seudo-2D DOSYs pectrum, in whicht he vertical dimension represents the log of the diffusion coefficient, whereas the horizontal axis displays the chemical shift. Ac hange in the second dimensionu pon the addition of the receptor protein is ac lear indication of binding;b yc ontrast, the diffusion coefficient of non-interacting molecules in the mixture will not be affected ( Figure 6 ).
This technique can also help determine the epitope mapping, avoiding eventual bias from different relaxation T 1 between protons within the same ligand,a sd escribed by Yan et al. [42] Furthermore, diffusion NMR can be used to directly calculate the ligand dissociation constants (in the range 10-10 5 m À1 )for systemsinf ast exchange. The major limitation of NMR diffusion experiments is the relatively large amount of protein that is necessary for this technique;t he best results are indeed obtained at ap rotein concentration in the millimolar range. This is attributed to the difficulty in identifying ligand resonances in the presence of the receptor because of the line broadening.T oo vercome this problem, al argee xcesso ft he ligand should be used. However,i t may decrease the expectedd ifference in the diffusion coefficient;t herefore, high-concentrationp rotein and low ligand/ targetr atios (1:1 to 1:10) are usually preferred for diffusion measurements.
Paramagnetic Tagging
Oligosaccharides are characterizedb yn umerous degrees of motionalf reedom, possessing significant conformational flexibility.N MR spectroscopyh as been used to monitorthe dynamic conformations of oligosaccharides in solution, mainly through the analysiso fN OEs ands calar couplings. However, these classical NMR parameters are often influenced by strong signalo verlap and provide only local information. Therefore, to define the global shapeofflexible molecules, lanthanide-assisted NMR spectroscopy,c ombined with molecular dynamics, can be used as ap owerful tool for an accuratec onformational analysis. Thisa pproachc onsists of the introduction,o nto sugar moieties, of aparamagnetic ion with an anisotropic susceptibility tensor (Dc), which induces molecular alignment in the presence of magnetic fields (RDCs), [43] paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE), [44] and pseudo-contact shifts (PCSs).
[45] All of these paramagnetic effects providel ong-distancei nformation that is pivotalf or the characterization of the overall conformation of non-globular molecules in solution. Particular attention is given to pseudo-contacts hifts.
The pseudo-contact shifts originate from the dipolar interaction occurring between the unpaired electrons of ap aramagnetic ion and the nuclei in its vicinity.T hey are measureda s www.chemistryopen.org the differences in the chemical shift (Dd PCS )b etween paramagnetic and diamagnetics amples. For carbohydrates, they can readily be carriedo ut through standard 1 HÀ 13 CH SQC experiments.A st he PCSs decrease with the distance between the nuclears pin and the metal ion with a1 / r 3 dependence, their magnitude can be tuned by varying the length of the linker used to attach the paramagnetic tag. On the other side, given the relative differences in magnetic susceptibility anisotropy of lanthanoids, it is possible to modulate the magnitude of PCSs by using different metal ions. It allows increased accuracyi n cases where only few PCSs are observedo ra ssigned, as the complexation of different lanthanoids provides several sets of d PCS data for the same system of interaction. Originally used to derive binding site information on protein-protein [46] or protein-ligand [47] interactions by tagging the protein with ap aramagnetic ion, the study of PCSs with the opposite approach, by tagging the ligand, has been carriedo ut in recent years. In particular,t his methodology has been used in the carbohydrate field with the aim to establish the conformation of oligosaccharides, from disaccharides up to nonasaccharide structures.
[48] The standard protocol foresees ac onformational study,t hrough molecular dynamic simulations, followed by the calculation of the expected pseudo-contact shifts for each conformation. Finally,acomparison between the experimental and calculated PCS values permits us to define the overall ligand conformation. The use of this approachi sp articularly useful in the analysiso fc omplex N-glycans possessing different branches with identical terminal arms,w ith ac onsequent strong overlapping between several NMR signals (Figure7).
[48b]
By using lanthanide binding tags, it is possible to break the pseudo-symmetry in multi-antennary glycans, providing ag lobal perspective of their conformation.R ecently,i th as also been shown that the interaction features of complex molecules in solution can be derived through the use of al anthanoid-taggeds ugar moiety.
[49] By following the protein resonance changes upon binding to at agged ligand, it is possible to study protein-ligandb inding,i dentifying the protein binding site with improved accuracy with respect to standard chemical-shift mapping for low-affinity interactions (Section2.2.3).
One of the major limitations of this technique is the compatibility between the ligand functional groups and the condition www.chemistryopen.org of metal-ion complexation (60 8C, pH 5-6). Furthermore, it must be taken into account that the synthetic modification could affect the binding, as ap ivotalg roup for the recognition could be modified.T oe nsure that the tagd oes not interfere in the binding process, controle xperiments using the unmodified ligand should be performed. Otherwise, the introductiono f ap aramagnetic label at different ligand functionalities mayb e necessary.
Fluorine Tagging
In recent years,anumber of robusta nd versatile experiments, relying on 19 Fo bservation, have been developed to characterize protein-ligand binding.
Given its ubiquity in organic molecules, 1 Hi ss of ar the most used nucleus in ligand-based NMR methods. Nevertheless, the 19 Fn ucleus exhibits peculiar favorable NMR properties that render it avaluable alternative. It occursa t100 %natural abundance and its theoreticals ensitivity is 0.83 times that of the 1 H. Furthermore, the large chemicals hift range (ca. 900 ppm) and the absence of endogenous 19 Fi nb iomolecules,b uffers, and solvents allow clean observation of ligand spectra,a voiding issues of signal overlap and baseline distortion. In addition, owing to the large chemical shifta nisotropy of 19 F, al arge broadening effect is observedf or ligand fluorine signals upon binding.T hus, 19 Fd etection represents as ensitive method to monitori nteractions betweens mall ligands and large receptors. Hp olarization is transferred to 19 Ft hrough scalar J HF ,w here it is detected.
[50] 19
Fbased methods are clearly limited by the necessity to have 19 F atoms incorporated in the chemical structure under study or alternatively use al abeled spy molecule. The use of other NMR-activen uclei, including 13 Ca nd 15 N, has been proposed by severalr esearch groups.
[51] However,t hese methods are less sensitivet han 19 Fa pproaches, and there is al ack of commercially available fragments containing such nuclei.
Receptor-Based NMR Methods
The receptor-based methods rely on the observation of protein signals in the absence and in the presence of one or more ligands.T hese techniques can be applied to systems with al arge range of affinity,w ithoutt he requirement of fast exchange, and provide with aw ide set of information on the ligand binding mode (see Ta ble1). However,c ontrary to ligand-based methods, al arge amount of soluble, non-aggregated, and stable isotope-labeledp rotein is required.M oreover,ap revious assignment of the receptor NMR resonances has to be performedt oc learly identify the targetr egions that become more perturbed upon ligand binding. Until recently, the application of receptor-based techniques wasl imited to "small"p roteins,t ypically under 40 KDa. As structurali nformation about the protein binding site is pivotal, especially in the drug discovery field, severala dvances have been made with the aim to extend the molecular size amenable to NMR studies;c urrent progress permits the observation of receptors beyond1 00 KDa.
Isotope Labeling
As mentioned above, ad etailed analysis of protein-ligand interactions from the receptor point of view requires the assignment of the target resonances. To this aim, it is necessary to label the protein under study with stable isotopes. This is achieved by expressing the protein in bacteria cultured in enriched minimum media. Thet hree most commonly used isotopes are 15 N, 13 C, and 2 H. Uniform isotope labeling of the proteins allows the use of heteronuclear multidimensional NMR experiments for the sequentiala ssignment of receptorr esonances. [52] In general, one of the most widespread methods for the analysis of proteins is 1 HÀ 15 NH SQC. In this experiment,o ne cross peak for each amide is observed;t herefore, the HSQC spectrum displays an umber of signals corresponding, to some extent,t ot he number of amino-acid residues in the protein. As the size of the protein increases, the spectra are more crowded and the signalo verlap complicates the full interpretationo ft he NMR data. With the aim to expand the applicability of receptorbased approaches, several selective isotopic labeling strategies, focused on the simplification of the assignment process, have been developed. [53] In any case, the relaxation mechanisms of high-molecularweightp roteins remaina ni ssue, as they cause severe line broadening and the disappearance of somes ignals, impeding the investigationo fl arge receptors. The introductiono fa lternative methods, including transverse relaxation optimized spectroscopy (TROSY), [54] has allowed the limit of the protein molecular weightt ob ep ushed to 100 KDa. Severalm odified versions of this experiment allow the problemso fr esonances overlap to be furtherreduced.
[54c, 55]
Chemical Shift Perturbation Mapping
Provided that the assignment of protein resonances is known, monitoringi ts chemical shift changes in the 1 HÀ 15 NH SQC spectrum upon the addition of al igand in solution constitutes ap owerful tool for binding studies. [56] The comparison between ar eference spectrum of the protein in the free state and those acquired in the presence of ap otential ligand allows us to identify the amide whose environmenti sp erturbed by ligand binding (Figure 8 ). In the same way, 1 HÀ 13 C HSQC spectra may be used to detect perturbationsi na romatic and aliphatic chemical shifts of the side chains. Them agnitude of the chemical shift change depends on the vicinity to the binding site as wella so nt he type of protein-ligand interactions. [57] ChemistryOpen 2016, 5,274 -296 www.chemistryopen.org Usually,t itration NMR experiments are performed by gradually increasing the concentrations of the ligand in as olution, in which the protein concentration is held constant.T his approach provides an adequate meanst oa ccurately measure the equilibriuma ssociation constant by correlating the chemical shift change, d,w ith the ligand concentration. [58] Although, in some cases, the protein skeleton is pre-organized to accommodate the ligand and the "lock and key" interaction produces no effects on receptor residues not directly involved, [59] often ligand binding inducesc onformational changes on thep rotein and the majority of protein resonances are affected. [60] Some of the chemical shift perturbations are produced, in latter cases, by long-range effects, owing to the reorganization of the whole protein, resulting in an ambiguous interpretation of NMR data. The comparison of chemical shift changes between two slightly different ligands may help in overcoming this issue. [58] Important applicationso fc hemical shift perturbation mapping can be found in drug discovery research. [61] For example, structure-activity relationships (SARs) through NMR is one of most widespread receptor-based strategies for the screening of low-affinity ligandsa nd the development of strongi nhibitors. This technique relies on the chemical shift perturbation mapping produced by small molecules that weakly bind to two proximal sites of the target protein. Knowledge about the orientation of the bound ligands is used to guide the synthesis of new potentiald rugs, in which the two small molecules are linked, and thus the binding affinity is greatlyi ncreased. The main limitation of this method remains the ability to isotopically enrich the protein, asw ell as its size, solubility, and stability, in concentrations of 0.1-1 mm,during the experiments time.
Paramagnetic Tag
The use of at agged protein with ap aramagnetic ion constitutes apowerful tool for the characterization of ligand binding. Covalently attachings pin labels to as elected site of the protein leads to asignificantly enhanced T 2 relaxation of neighboring protons (within ad istance of [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] ;t herefore, any ligand that interacts with the receptore xperiences ap aramagnetic relaxation enhancement effect and exhibits weakened and broadened resonances. [62, 63] The major limitation of this technique is relatedt ot he necessity of ac ovalentm odification on the protein, close to the binding site, which could affect the bindinga ctivity.F urthermore, given that bleaching of resonances occurs aroundt he tag, no information will be available from sites very close to it.
Applications
As stated above, the present Review papera ims to especially disclose ap recise and undercovereda rena, the protein-glycoconjugate recognition field, as glyco-molecules play ap ivotal role in cell-celli nteractions in all kingdoms of life. In fact, all of the NMR approaches describeda bove have been extensively used to investigate aw ide range of protein-glyco-molecule systemsa nd many outstanding papers have been published on the structural eventst hat mediatet he molecular recognition processes. Table 2g athers ac ollection of relevant studies of protein-glycoconjugate interactions published in recent years involving lectins, antibodies, viruses, and eukaryotic immune receptors;i nt he interesto fs pace, only some of them are further described in the following paragraphs. In particular, the reviewed examples emphasize the strengtho ft he aforementioned NMR-based methods in shedding light on the role that bacterial/viral cell-wall components play in the interaction with the eukaryotic host, and on the structure-to-function relationships in these systems.
Lectin-Carbohydrate Interactions
Lectins are proteins of non-immune origin, found in all living organismsr anging from viruses and bacteria to plants and animals, which bind to specificc arbohydrates without modifying them.T hey are able to interactr eversibly ands pecifically with oligosaccharides or glycoconjugates. [101] According to present knowledge,l ectins act as molecular readerst od ecipher sugarencoded information, playing importantb iological roles in recognition processes involved in fertilization, embryogenesis, inflammation, metastasis, and parasite-symbiont recognitioni n microbes and invertebrates to plants vertebrates.
To date, the NMR approach has exhaustively been used to monitora nd unravel structural features of carbohydrate-lectin interactions (Table 2 ). An "iconic" example in the field is the DC-SIGNr ecognition,o ne of the pathogen recognition lectin that has received much attention. [102] This lectin is highly expressed on immature dendritic cells( DC)o fm ucosal tissues, and it is known to bind and uptake aw ide variety of viruses (HIV,E bola virus, hepatitis C), bacteria (Mycobacterium tuberculosis, Helicobacter pylori), or yeast (Candida albicans). The first step of the infectiont akes place through the specific recognition of high-mannose-and fucose-containing glycanso ft he pathogens by the lectin at the surfaceo ft he DC. The outcome of this interaction differs widely depending on the pathogen. Whereas in some cases the recognition event triggerst he properi mmune response, in otherst he pathogens are able to subvert the DC function, escapingt he immune response and enhancing infectivity,a si nt he case of HIV. [103] From the NMR perspective, the recognition of natural oligomannosides and Lewis x fragments by DC-SIGNh as been thoroughly explored.I n the case of mannosides, the use of STD NMR [22, 104] methods has led to the characterization of the binding epitope for the www.chemistryopen.org interaction in solution.F urther,i nc onjunction with CORCEMA-ST, [24] the nature of the multimodal recognition was unambiguously established in agreement with the X-ray crystallographic findings. [105] As for the conformation,t he bound geometry showedthe same torsionangles around the glycosidic linkages as those found in solution. In contrast, for the Lewis x trisaccharide,t he application of an analogous protocol( STD NMR in combination with CORCEMA-ST and HADDOCK [106] )s hed light on ab ound conformation that significantly differs from the one showni nt he previous studies andd etermined by using Xray analysis ( Figure 9) . [107] It has been shown to also be different from the recently published solution conformation. [108] Therefore, the ligandsa nd the receptor exhibit certain degrees of flexibility that could have important implications for target recognition in the "natural" context of the tetrameric DC-SIGN when it interacts with glycansatt he membrane surface.
With the aim of disrupting DC-SIGNh ijacking by pathogens (like HIV) and getting insights into the intriguing roles of DC-SIGN in immunity,t here has been much interest in the design of glycomimetics as DC-SIGN inhibitors. [70, 109] Similar strategies have been applied to characterize the binding of Lewis x [110] and Mana1-2 Man [68] mimetics to the DC-SIGN carbohydrate recognition domain (CRD). In the former case, the occurrence of two binding modes needs to be assumed to fit the experimental STD data with the theoreticalc omputational/CORCEMA-ST model.I nt he latter case, only one binding pose of the mimic www.chemistryopen.org in the binding site was found, strongly contrasting to the situation found for the corresponding natural ligand. For DC-SIGN, it is known that langerin (Lg), aC -type lectin expressed almoste xclusively on Langherans cells, binds both endogenousa nd pathogenic cell surfacec arbohydrates, acting as aP RR. Endogenous bindersa re the blood group Ba ntigen Gala1-3(Fuca1-2)bGal, 6-sulfated galactosides,a nd high-mannose N-linked oligosaccharides, whereas pathogenic ones are high-mannose, mannan, and b-glucan entities. NMR has been used [72] to gain structurali nsights into the intriguing capacity of Lg to recognize glycosaminoglycans (GAG)i nanon-Ca 2 + -dependant manner,a nd only in the trimeric form of the extracellular Lg domains. [111] For the sake of simplicity and to comply with the requirement of the NMR ligand-based method, small heparin-like trisaccharides were used. Comparison of the STD results for different GAG fragments with distinct sulfation patterns led the authors to postulate that the interaction is independento ft he presence and the positiono f the sulfateg roups of the glucosaminer esidues (Figure10a) . STD experiments, when performed in the presence and absence of Ca 2 + ,s howedt hat the interaction is Ca 2 + dependent. This finding was corroborated throughout competition STD experiments with 6-O-sulfate-galactose, whichi saligand known to bind at the Ca 2 + binding site. Interestingly, opposite results were obtained for al ongerG AG fragment (hexasaccharide). In this particularc ase, STD responses wereo bserved both in the presence and absence of Ca 2 + ions. The tr-NOESY analysisf or the interaction with the trisaccharides concludedt hat Lg CRD is able to recognize the two co-existing www.chemistryopen.org uous information about the ligand epitope. As such, the NMR investigation of these interactions remains an important technical and methodologicalc hallenge. Different STD NMR studies [64, 65] confirmed that the binding affinity of b-glucans to Dectin-1 depends on the number of repeating units;t his is also confirmedb yo ther biophysical techniques. Laminarihexose, for instance, showed very weak or no STD response, whereas Laminarin (18 to 31 units) provided clear STD signals. Furthermore, based on the measured STD intensities,t he authors came to the conclusion that the binding mode is such that the a-face of the b-glucose moieties( with H1, H3, and H5 pointingi nt he same spatial direction)i nteractsw ith hydrophobic residues of the protein. This increased affinity with the degree of polymerization, together with studies that showed that 1-3-linked b-glucans have at endency to form helical structures in solution, [112] permits us to hypothesize that this organization is important for the interaction with this PRR. To furthere xplore this possibility, [113] the propensity of the hydroxyl protons to establish hydrogenb ondinga sastabilizing factor of ah elical structurew as studied, [114] also employing NMR methods. The use of deuterium-induced isotope shifts (DISs) [115] suggested that the H/De xchange rate at the C4 hydroxyl is significantly slower for laminarin when comparedt o that fors horter oligomers. Nevertheless, DOSY NMR experiments showedt hat, under the employed experimental conditions, all of the tested b-glucans werem onomers, and did not show any signatures of the existence of as upramolecular triple helix structure. Therefore, the helical-like interaction model for long b-glucans has not yetb een fully demonstrated.
Pathogens also exploit lectins for the recognitiono fg lycans at the cell surface to infect host cells. An interesting example in the field is the role of influenza hemagglutinin (HA). As well as other analogous envelope proteins from Ebola and HIV,H A mediates virus entry through binding to specific glycan epitopes. This process is followed by dramatic conformational changes that result in fusion of the viral and target cell membranes. Many examples in this field made use of NMR ligandbased approaches, especially STD. [78, 79] In as eminal work, the receptor binding properties of influenza AH Af rom different subtypes (H1, H5, and H9) were studied by using NMR spectroscopy. [78] Strikingly,t he STD experiments showed that all HAs were able to interactw ith both 2,3-sialyllactose (most abundanti nt he digestive tract in avian species) and 2,6-sialyllactose (mosta bundant in the upper respiratory tract in humans); only subtle differences in the binding mode were identified. As such, STD experimentsw ere proposed as af ast methodt oq uickly assess the binding abilities of newly found HA.
The majority of examples reported above underline the potential of ligand-based methods in the study of protein-carbohydrate system interactions. However,a sa lready mentioned, receptor-based NMRa pproaches have also been widely used in the glycan recognition arena, including the interaction of galectins with different natural and synthetic ligands. [75] With regard to infection, one illustrative example is the study of the glycan recognition properties of human RegIV.T his protein is highly expressedi nm ucosac ells of the gastrointestinal tract during pathogen infection. RegIV contains as equence motif homologous to Ca 2 + -dependentC -type lectin-like domains, [116] despite the fact that glycan binding has been shown to be Ca 2 + independent. Recently,r eceptor-based NMR methods have also been used to study the recognition properties of ac ounterparto fD C-SIGN (see above), DC-SIGNR, [71] toward large glycan structures such as Man 9 GlcNAc. Interestingly,t he authors found that the chemicals hift perturbations produced by different Man-containingN -glycan fragments differ significantly.T he larger glycan,with the highest binding affinity,produced the most localizedc hemical shift perturbations. Relaxation NMR data showed that the protein is very dynamic in the apo state, and that this flexibility persists upon glycan binding, although at as lightly increased rate. This interesting observation allowed the authors to speculate on the role of the flexibility of C-type lectin in its capacity of transmitting information to the intracellular regions throughout the whole polypeptide chain, as previously suggested from X-ray results. [117] In the contexto fv iral infections,anumber of lectins have been described that inhibitH IV entry with high potencies. Actually,s everalo ft hem, which have been shown to be effective in primatem odels, are being investigated to be used as topical microbicides to prevents exual transmission of HIV.A mong them,t he molecular recognition features of cyanovirin-N (CVN) have been extensively studied by using both the ligand-a nd receptor-based approaches. Despitet he relativelys mall size of CVN (11kDa), STD NMR allowed the determination of the epitope of different di-and trimannoside substructures of Man-9, which is the predominant oligosaccharide on gp120,t he key HIV viral surface glycoprotein. [80] The use of fluorinated glycomimetica nalogues of the mannose oligosaccharides [82] was instrumental in the identification of major structural and kinetic features underlying the binding process. This type of study illustrates the wide range of possibilities offered by 19 FNMR spectroscopy for ligand screening and fast detection of glycan binding processes, as stated above.
[50]
The examples described in this section clearly give an idea of the wider ange of applicability of NMR methodologies in the full understanding of protein-glycoconjugate mechanisms of interaction, providing differentl evelso fi nformation. It can range from the mere confirmationo ft he binding event to the definition of the ligand key structurale lements for the interaction, as well as the achievement of the complex 3D structure.
Antibody-Carbohydrate Interactions
Antibodies are as pecific class of immunoglobulins that exist in am embrane-bound form attached to the surface of aBcell or in as oluble form freely in the bloodstream as part of the humorali mmune system. Circulating antibodies are produced by clonalBcells that specifically respond to only one antigen (i.e. av irus capsid or ag lycoprotein fragment). They contribute to immunity in three ways:1 )they preventp athogens from entering or damaging cells by bindingt ot hem;2 )stimulate removalo fp athogens by macrophages and other cellsb yc oating the pathogen;3 )trigger destruction of pathogens by stimChemistryOpen 2016, 5,274 -296 www.chemistryopen.org ulating other immune responses such as the complement pathway.I na ll cases, they bind to non-self-chemical structures belongingt omicrobes, which are atypical hallmarkofmicrobial structure/metabolism. [5] On this ground, understanding how complex carbohydrates chemically interact with antibodies is an important first step towardse stablishing rules for designing carbohydrate antigens to be used in av accination strategy.I nt his particular field of structural biology,t he NMR approach has been and remains useful to elucidate the structuralb asis of the interaction of antibodies with their respective ligands(Ta ble2).
One very significant example is the dissection of carbohydrate antibody interactions by using as ynthesized tetrasaccharide from the Bacillus anthracis (BclA) cell wall. [92] Understanding which are the essential structuralf eatures of the BclA cell-wall oligosaccharide essential for the antibody recognition is am andatory step in the design of efficient carbohydratebased anthrax vaccines. Based on the tetrasaccharidee xposed by BclA cell wall, ap lethora of oligosaccharides has been synthesized and selected by microarray screening. Different antibodies were produced by using B-cell hybridoma technology with spleen cells of mice immunized with the BclA-related disaccharide. Ap roper oligosaccharide (tetra-)a nd antibody( antibody MTA1) were selected and the quantification of their interactions by using SPR analysis was achieved. Afterward, ac omplete epitope mapping of the BclA tetrasaccharide/MTA1i nteraction was establishedb yu sing STD NMR spectroscopy.A s ar esult,aprecise cartography of the molecular elements of the BclA tetrasaccharide that participate in tight antibody binding was drawn. This study is ac lassic example of the efficient combination of different biophysicala nd biochemical approaches to shed light on the binding requirements of the ligand versust he antibody.T he approach has triggered the discovery of mAbs that are currently under development as ah ighly sensitives pore-detection system. Such multivariate functional approachw ill serve in the near future to study antigen-antibody interactions and will be of utmost importance to design vaccines or to obtain functional antibodies againsta ny carbohydrate antigens.
Another striking example of the potential of NMR spectroscopy in assessing the binding modeso fg lycans to antibodies is given by the work of Pancerae tal. [95] One of the ways that HIV can escape antibody recognition is to make use of the eukaryotic machinery to synthesize an array of N-glycans that decorate the virus envelope glycoprotein gp120. Because of the prominent coverageo fi ts surface by host N-linked glycans, antibodies generated from HIV-1-infected individuals generally result in av ery low glycan-dependent reactivity.S uch al ow frequency of glycan-reactive antibodies has been attributed to cross-reactivity in antibody recognition of N-linked glycanso n both HIV-1 and of N-linked glycan on host or self-proteins. The antigenic structure of HIV-1 gp120 displays ad ense cluster of N-glycans, which is infrequently recognized by the host immune system. Nevertheless, an antibody able to selectively recognize ac lustero fh igh-mannose N-glycan was produced and, from this, an ew class of antibodies with such characteristics were obtained. [95] Deciphering such ac omplex series of molecular interactions, that is, the binding mode of the N-glycans from HIV virus to PG9 and PG16 antibodies, could only be attainedt hrough the use of ar ange of complementary methods of investigation:c rystallography,m olecular biology,a nd NMR spectroscopy.I np articular,t he STD NMR approachp rovided af ull epitope mapping of the key atoms involved in the interaction with the antibodies and, particularly,s hed light on the keyr ole played by the sialic acid residue. From the protein side, information wasa ttained by mutagenesis of the amino acids involved in the binding and subsequentS TD NMR experiments.T hese results are among the first evidences of an HIV-1-neutralizing antibody whose epitope comprises at erminal sialic acid containing glycan.T hey will help to decipher the complex interplay between viral glycan diversity and antibodymediated recognition and neutralization. Another case of the use of NMR in the study at the atomic level of antibody interactions with cell surface glycans is illustrated by the characterization of ag lycoprotein, MUC1, that carries at andemr epeating domain with five possible O-glycosylations ites of conserved 20 amino acids. [118] In normaltissues, the protein backbone carries complex oligosaccharides, with the a-O-GalNAc unit directly linked to the hydroxyl group of serine (Ser) or threonine( Thr). In tumor cells, the expression of MUC1 is usually increased with aberrant glycosylation, as the carbohydrate side chains are incomplete. As ar esult, different carbohydrate epitopes, such as the Tn antigen (a-GalNAc-1-OSer/Thr), are exposed to the immune system and can be used to design synthetic MUC1-baseda ntitumor vaccines. The application of experimental approaches (synthetic chemistry methods, mAb generation, microarray methods, NMR) and computationalm ethods has been instrumental in the identification of the molecular elements of the recognition region of the antigens for two different families of cancer-related monoclonal antibodies that have been produced on an ad hoc basis ( Figure 11) . [119] The combination of microarrays and STD NMR shed light on the functional significance of glycosylatedp eptides as antigens, providing detailed information for the design of tailoredT n-based vacciness uch as MAG-Tn3. In particular,i t has been demonstrated that the amino-acid sequence, to which Tn antigen is attached, modulates the affinity of the mAb, whereas the sugar residue modulates the affinity and strength of binding.
The examples described above illustrate the importance of the ligand-based NMR approach in assessing glycan binding to antibodies from the ligand point of view.T hroughouts uch an approach, it is possible to draw the epitope mapping of any given glycan with the antibody and establish at ight structureactivity relationship as af irst step towards drug designs tudies. It is clear,h owever,t hat this ligand-based NMR approachh as to be conjugated to other biophysical andb iomolecular approachess uch as molecular biology,s elected amino-acid mutagenesis, SPR, ITC, or/and glycan ligands microarrays to get ac lear idea of the interaction either in terms of thermodynamics or kinetics. Such am ultivariate functional approachw ill serve in the near future to study antigen-antibody interactions and will be of utmost importance in the design of vaccines with functional antibodies against any carbohydrate antigens. [120a] the potential of NMR in the study of the interactions between low-molecularweightg lycan ligandsa nd receptors on the surface of native viruses or VLPs (virus-like particles) has been extensively demonstrated [85, 87, 120] (Table2). Thisa pproach has been elegantly used, for example, to identify molecules able to interferew ith the attachment of Norovirus (NV) to histo-blood group antigens.
[86] STD NMR experiments with NV VLPs allowed the binding epitopes of severals ynthetic compounds to be determined from alarge library. Further ligand-basedapproaches, including NOE-based methods, have been employed to investigate the bioactive conformationa nd to identify adjacent ligand binding sites. Thec ombination of the NMR resultsw ith X-ray,S PR, and docking analyses was the basis of the development of potent entry inhibitors to fight human NV infections, against which there is no effective vaccines of ar.
As imilar strategy has been applied to investigate the binding specificity of the rabbit hemorrhagic disease virus (RHDV), an animal pathogen that binds to the carbohydrate structures of blood-group determinants. [85] The analysis of STD NMR spectra performed on VLPs in the presence of different HBGAsr evealed the minimal structural requirements for their specific recognition by RHDV (Figure 12 ), opening an avenue for the design of antiviral entry inhibitors.
Interesting experiments have also been performed on enveloped viruses such as the influenzav irus. Haselhorst et al. [79] have shown that competitive STD experiments may be safely used to monitorl igand binding, employing virus-like particles decorated with subtypeH 5o fi nfluenzah emagglutinin. An STD NMR competition assay allowed the preferentialb inding of this particular HA to 2,3-sialyllactose to be demonstrated, complementing previous studies on the isolated HA. [78, 79] All NMR studies on virus-ligand interactions published so far underline the need for modifications to the standard STD NMR approach, with ac omplex setup of experimental conditions. However, the possibilityt oi nvestigate binding processes in an ear-physiological environments, the requirement of as mall amount of the viruses and their corresponding ligands, as well as the large size of the viruses and VLPs have rendered STD NMR asuitable tool for the rational design of potentialantiviral entry inhibitors. Generally speaking, the main limit of the NMR approach is its low sensitivity.S olutions to this problem can come from different directions, fore xample using higherm agnetic fields or setting particular sequences and filters to improvet he overall www.chemistryopen.org signal-to-noise ratio. An extensive and very interesting Review has been recently published on this issue. [121] Protein and carbohydrate labeling methods will certainly profit from further developments in expression systems( mammalian,i nsects, yeast) that are able to provide intact mammalian glycoproteins in high yields and even decorated with 15 N/ 13 C-isotope-labeled glycans. Most probably,t he development of expression approaches combined with enzymaticg lycosylation [122] will provide avenues to tackle this difficult and interesting field. This type of approach has already generateds eminal examples in the antibody/glycan interactions field. [123] Moreover,t he availability of labeled glycan ligandsw ill also be instrumental in developingl igand-based and receptorbased NMR techniques by selecting those NMR resonances with ah eteronuclear label or by filtering them out. An elegant example in the innate immunity field has been presented to assess key structuralp roperties of the fatty acyl chainso fl ipooligosaccharides present in TLR4-agonistic and TLR4-antagonistic binary and ternary complexes, [124] and to determine the conformation of ar ough-type lipopolysaccharide from Capnocytophaga canimorsus. [125] 
Improvement of Modeling Methodologies
The full characterization of sugar recognition by using proteins requires the quantitativem easurements of the strength and specificity of the interaction,w hich can be assessed through biophysical methods and computer simulations. The present Review article has provided ample examples of how NMR methods in conjunction with dockings imulation have dealt with several classes of physical interactions at the recognition sites. But, challenges still remain, owing to the well-identified features present in carbohydrates, whichd isplayn umerous functional groups and enhanced conformational flexibility. Amongs ome novel features that may need to be considered is the implementation of modelso fw ater clusters in the molecular dynamics computation. It has been shown that some carbohydrate moleculesc an fit into an etwork structureo fa n icosahedralw ater cluster.S uch types of interaction can modulate the structure and dynamics of carbohydrates prior and during the course of their interactions with proteins, which opens af ield of investigation relevant to the scope of the present chapter.T here is also the need for analytical methods aimed at revealing the magnitude of the free energy that determines the strength and the mechanism underlying the interaction between carbohydrates and proteins. There are al arge number of computational methods that derive freeenergy changes. Oneg roup of methods, including molecular mechanics Poisson-Boltzman surface-area calculations can provide the relative free energy.T his has been shown to be suitable for the calculation of the binding free energy of relatively large carbohydrate systems. Another group of methods uses free-energy perturbation/thermodynamics integration methods. By applying rigorous statisticalm echanics, the absolute binding free energy or accurate free-energy changes between differents tates can be obtained. It should, nevertheless, be understoodt hat accurate determinationo ft he absolute free energies remains challenging, owing to the considerable variations of translational and rotational as well as conformational entropies underlying the binding process. Some of these variations cannot be fully captured in routine, finite-length statistical simulations. For the time being, this group of methods has been shown to be suitable for mono-andd isaccharides ystems, and to predictt he enthalpy-/entropic-dominant nature of the interaction between chitobiose and hevein. [126] The accumulationo fo ther successful predictions is indicative of the adequacy of the method that still needs to be calibrated and automated before its full integration with NMR and other experimental methods.
Integration of NMR with Other Approaches
In the field of molecularr ecognition, in which glycansp lay ap art, the joint approach of NMR and molecularm odeling is still ap ivotal methodo fc hoice. Nevertheless, ac omplete structuralb iology study mustb ea ccompanied by several other techniques, such as ITC, SPR, and X-ray,w hen possible. Also, most of the time, the organic synthesis of the carbohydrate "binder" is required, aswell as its variations, for SAR studies. If the glycan binder is totally unknown, the production of ap lethora of glycans through synthetic methods is required, usually to be placed on am icroarray platform for afirst screening. As for the protein ligand, molecular biology expertise is also necessary for the recombinant synthesis of the protein and/or as ingle domain of it.
All of this represents the (almost) full set of knowledge and expertise required to study the intriguing field of cell-cell interactions by meanso fg lycans or glycoconjugates molecules.
